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Knowledge is free!

Today knowledge is free. It's like air, it's like water... There's no 
competitive advantage to knowing more than the person next to 
you. The world doesn't care what you know. What the world cares 
about is what you can do with what you know.

- Tony Wagner, Creating Innovators

Information is now easily accessible.



A Challenging Job
Discuss with the person sitting next to 

you: 

What are some of 
the challenges a 

21st century 
teacher faces?



Ideal Teacher?
The ideal teacher guides his students, 
but does not pull them along.

He urges them to go forward and 
does not suppress them.

He opens the way but does not take 
them to the place.

Confucius (551 BC – 479 BC)





21st Century Skills
The 4 Cs Of Education
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4 Cs

CRITICAL THINKING & PROBLEM SOLVING
The ability to process and apply reasoning 
and logic to new or unfamiliar ideas. 

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION
Thinking outside the box to create 
something new. 

COMMUNICATION
Sharing thoughts, questions, ideas and 

solutions.

COLLABORATION
Working together to reach a goal. Putting 

talents, expertise and knowledge.  
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“When the goals 
cannot be reached, 

don’t adjust the 
goals, 

adjust the steps.”

Confucius:  



Building a Positive Classroom Atmosphere



“Everybody is a genius. 

But if you judge a fish 
on its ability to climb a 
tree, it will live its 
whole life believeing 
that it is stupid.” 

Albert Einstein
(1879 – 1955)



Individualising the learning process



Simple Portfolio 
Presentation

Confucius was obviously a 
smart guy because he also 
said: 

“I hear and forget. 

I see and remember. 

I do and 
understand.”



Types of Learners



Learning Styles



Tools and activities for VISUAL learners

Mind maps

Highlighters / pens / markers

Maps, charts, diagrams

Study cards or flashcards

Posters, video materials



Tools and activities for AUDITORY learners

Use rhymes to help memorizing

Use background music in the 
classroom

Provide a verbal summary at the end 
of each class

Ask many questions during the 
lecture

Record lectures for repeated 
listening



Tools and activities for PHYSICAL or KINESTHETIC learners

Give breaks when possible to allow 
students to move around

Let them move their chairs around 
the room

Use dance, play or role play activities

Teach through games and project 

Teach outdoors



Tools and activities for LOGICAL or MATHEMATICAL learners

Organize the study materials in sections 
and introduce them in a certain order

Structured, goal oriented activities

Explain the end goal and purpose of 
the activity

Use numbers and ratios whenever 
possible

Use grids, maps and charts



Food for ThoughtIf we teach 
today as we 
taught 
yesterday, 
we rob our 
children of 
tomorrow.

John Dewey



Thank You


